
Pass Your CPA Exams (Fast) with SuperfastCPA

Daily study session with your review course

@ hours in the MORNING

Question-first approach

Only watch video lectures when you need to
(when you aren't getting what you need from 
questions)

Only work through the hardest practice SIMS (for 
you personally), break them into parts, and make 
flashcards in your own words

All through the process, be making your own 
flashcards for topics, formulas, concepts that are 
hard for you to remember, and write the flashcards 
in YOUR OWN WORDS

The rest of your day: DO MINI SESSIONS!
Whenever you have even a few minutes, pull out 
your phone and....

Read review notes

Do mini quizzes

Listen to the audios whenever you're commuting/in 
your car!

Make these mini sessions a habit... you'll be 
amazed how fast you start understanding the 
material

Read them from start to finish, over and over

This repeat coverage is how you increase your 
retention of everything as you get closer to your 
exam, instead of forgetting everything!

Same as the review notes... listen to them from 
start to finish.... over and over as you go through 
your study window

Using all your little bits of spare time to study can 
add @-X+ hours a day of extra exposure, which 
means getting Z[\+ extra hours in for each 
section, which obviously pays huge dividends and 
increases your chances of passing!

"Final Review" The beauty of the repeat coverage of the mini 
sessions is that you won't really need a big @-week 
long final review

Schedule your test on a Monday so that you can 
cram like crazy on the Saturday and Sunday before 
your exam

On test day:
This ^_ hours should consist of:

Reading our review notes X-[ times all the way 
through

Going through your own flashcards 
several times

Doing @ sets of X\ MCQs, then a set of [-` 
practice simulations

Do this over and over

Get to the testing center Z-@ hours early and do 
another cram session in your car

Read through our notes again

Go through your flashcard decks again all the way 
through if possible


